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A Companion to Latin American History
Examines the events and legacy of Mexico's war of independence from Spain.

Modernizing the Countryside
In mid-nineteenth-century Mexico, garrisons, town councils, state legislatures, and
an array of political actors, groups, and communities began aggressively
petitioning the government at both local and national levels to address their
grievances. Often viewed as a revolt or a coup d'�tat, these pronunciamientos
were actually a complex form of insurrectionary action that relied first on the
proclamation and circulation of a plan that listed the petitioners' demands and
then on endorsement by copycat pronunciamientos that forced the authorities, be
they national or regional, to the negotiating table. In Independent Mexico, Will
Fowler provides a comprehensive overview of the pronunciamiento practice
following the Plan of Iguala. This fourth and final installment in, and culmination of,
a larger exploration of the pronunciamiento highlights the extent to which this
model of political contestation evolved. The result of more than three decades of
pronunciamiento politics was the bloody Civil War of the Reforma (1858-60) and
the ensuing French Intervention (1862-67). Given the frequency and importance of
the pronunciamiento, this book is also a concise political history of independent
Mexico.

Changing National Identities at the Frontier
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In the city of Puebla there lived an American who made himself into the richest
man in Mexico. Driven by a steely desire to prove himself-first to his wife's family,
then to Mexican elites-William O. Jenkins rose from humble origins in Tennessee to
build a business empire in a country energized by industrialization and
revolutionary change. In Jenkins of Mexico, Andrew Paxman presents the first
biography of this larger-than-life personality. When the decade-long Mexican
Revolution broke out in 1910, Jenkins preyed on patrician property owners and
bought up substantial real estate. He suffered a scare with a firing squad and then
a kidnapping by rebels, an episode that almost triggered a US invasion. After the
war he owned textile mills, developed Mexico's most productive sugar plantation,
and helped finance the rise of a major political family, the Ávila Camachos. During
the Golden Age of Mexican cinema in the 1940s-50s, he lorded over the film
industry with his movie theater monopoly and key role in production. By means of
Mexico's first major hostile takeover, he bought the country's second-largest bank.
Reputed as an exploiter of workers, a puppet-master of politicians, and Mexico's
wealthiest industrialist, Jenkins was the gringo that Mexicans loved to loathe. After
his wife's death, he embraced philanthropy and willed his entire fortune to a
foundation named for her, which co-founded two prestigious universities and
funded projects to improve the lives of the poor in his adopted country. Using
interviews with Jenkins' descendants, family papers, and archives in Puebla, Mexico
City, Los Angeles, and Washington, Jenkins of Mexico tells a contradictory tale of
entrepreneurship and monopoly, fearless individualism and cozy deals with powerbrokers, embrace of US-style capitalism and political anti-Americanism, and
Mexico's transformation from semi-feudal society to emerging economic power.

Third World Resource Directory, 1994-1995
The dream of scientific management was a rationalized machine world where life
would approach the perfection of an assembly line. But since its early twentiethcentury peak this dream has come to seem a dehumanizing nightmare. Henry
Ford's assembly lines turned out a quarter of a million cars in 1914, but all of them
were black. Forgotten has been the unparalleled new aesthetic beauty once seen
in the ideas of Ford and scientific management pioneer Frederick Winslow Taylor.
In The Taylorized Beauty of the Mechanical, Mauro Guillén recovers this history and
retells the story of the emergence of modernist architecture as a romance with the
ideas of scientific management--one that permanently reshaped the profession of
architecture. Modernist architecture's pioneers, Guillén shows, found in scientific
management the promise of a new, functional, machine-like--and
beautiful--architecture, and the prospect of a new role for the architect as technical
professional and social reformer. Taylor and Ford had a signal influence on
Bauhaus founder Walter Gropius and on Le Corbusier and his Towards a New
Architecture, the most important manifesto of modernist architecture. Architects
were so enamored with the ideas of scientific management that they adopted
them even when there was no functional advantage to do so. Not a traditional
architectural history but rather a sociological study of the profession of
architecture during its early modernist period, The Taylorized Beauty of the
Mechanical provides a new understanding of the degree to which modernist
architecture emerged from a tradition of engineering and industrial management.

The Cambridge History of Latin America
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The Reinvention of Mexico explores the ideological conflict between neoliberalism
and nationalism that has been at the core of economic and political development
in Latin America since the mid-1980s. Grappling with a wide variety of issues
generated by the dismantling of the statist economy and subsequent climate of
market reforms, this timely volume shows that Mexico's transformation in the
1990s has broader implications for the study of nationalism. A welcome
contribution to the literature on Latin American history, The Reinvention of Mexico
offers important insight into national responses to globalization and the most
appropriate vision of political economy in Latin America.

The Reinvention of Mexico
This book is the first comprehensive and systematic English-language treatment of
Mexico's economic history to appear in nearly forty years. Drawing on several
years of in-depth research, Juan Carlos Moreno-Brid and Jaime Ros, two of the
foremost experts on the Mexican economy, examine Mexico's current development
policies and problems from a historical perspective. They review long-term trends
in the Mexican economy and analyze past episodes of radical shifts in development
strategy and in the role of markets and the state. This book provides an overview
of Mexico's economic development since Independence that compares the
successive periods of stagnation and growth that alternately have characterized
Mexico's economic history. It gives special attention to developments since 1940,
and it presents a re-evaluation of Mexico's development policies during the Stateled industrialization period from 1940 to 1982 as well as during the more recent
market reform process. This reevaluation is critical of the dominant trend in
economic literature and is revisionist in arguing that, in particular, the market
reforms undertaken by successive Mexican governments since 1983 have not
addressed the fundamental obstacles to economic growth. Development and
Growth in the Mexican Economy also details the country's pioneering role in
launching NAFTA, its membership in the OECD, and its radical macroeconomic
reforms. Carefully argued and meticulously researched, the book presents a wideranging, authoritative study that not only pinpoints problems, but also suggests
solutions for removing obstacles to economic stability and pointing the Mexican
economy toward the road to recovery.

Plutarco Elías Calles and the Mexican Revolution
The Companion to Latin American History collects the work of leading experts in
the field to create a single-source overview of the diverse history and current
trends in the study of Latin America. Presents a state-of-the-art overview of the
history of Latin America Written by the top international experts in the field 28
chapters come together as a superlative single source of information for scholars
and students Recognizes the breadth and diversity of Latin American history by
providing systematic chronological and geographical coverage Covers both
historical trends and new areas of interest

Competitive Authoritarianism
Library holds volume 2, part 2 only.
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Home Grown
The volume consists of the separate histories of Mexico, Central America, the
Caribbean, and Panama. Part One covers in depth the history of Mexico. Part Two
deals with the five countries of Central America: Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras,
Nicaragua, and Costa Rica. Part Three covers Cuba, including the revolution, the
Dominican Republic, Haiti, and Puerto Rico. The fourth and final section is devoted
to Panama, with a separate chapter discussing the history of the Canal Zone up to
1979.

The Economic History of Latin America Since Independence
In 2015, the Mexican state counted how many of its citizens identified as AfroMexican for the first time since independence. Finding Afro-Mexico reveals the
transnational interdisciplinary histories that led to this celebrated reformulation of
Mexican national identity. It traces the Mexican, African American, and Cuban
writers, poets, anthropologists, artists, composers, historians, and archaeologists
who integrated Mexican history, culture, and society into the African Diaspora after
the Revolution of 1910. Theodore W. Cohen persuasively shows how these
intellectuals rejected the nineteenth-century racial paradigms that heralded black
disappearance when they made blackness visible first in Mexican culture and then
in post-revolutionary society. Drawing from more than twenty different archives
across the Americas, this cultural and intellectual history of black visibility,
invisibility, and community-formation questions the racial, cultural, and political
dimensions of Mexican history and Afro-diasporic thought.

The Cambridge History of Latin America
An illustrated introduction to Mexico's historical and contemporary issues,
problems and events.

Agustin Lara
Latin America's quest for independence is revealed through the national struggles
of Mexico, Spanish Central and South America, and Brazil. Excerpted from the
Cambridge History of Latin America.

Central America Since Independence
This book explores the legal culture of nineteenth-century Mexico and explains why
liberal institutions flourished in some social settings but not others.

The History of Mexico
Monuments of Progress: Modernization and Public Health in Mexico City,
1876-1910, Claudia Agostoni examines modernization in Mexico City during the era
of Porfirio Díaz. With detailed analyses of the objectives and activities of the
Superior Sanitation Council, and, in particular, the work of the sanitary inspectors,
Monuments of Progress provides a fresh take on the history of medicine and public
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health by shifting away from the history of epidemic disease and heroic accounts
of medical men and toward looking at public health in a broader social framework.
She outlines the relationship between "enlightened" ideals of orderliness and
hygiene to Mexican initiatives in public health. The implementation of new health
policies and programs were of utmost importance for the symbolic legitimation of
Porfirio Díaz's long-lasting regime (1876-1910), which emphasized modernization
over individual rights and liberties. Agostoni's unique study builds on a small, but
fast-growing, body of literature on the history of public health in Latin America and
represents a growing interest in the social and cultural history of public health in
this area.

Mexico’s Once and Future Revolution
Publisher Description

Independence in Spanish America
Sample Text

The Independence of Latin America
This sweeping introduction unveils the fascinating, complex, and evolving history
of Mexico—from its earliest settlement to the first decade of the 21st century. •
Maps help students visualize Mexico's geography and where events occurred • A
bibliography provides a broad list of works in English on Mexico's diverse history
for further study

Mexican Phoenix
A paperback of David Brading's comprehensive study of the cult of Our Lady of
Guadalupe.

Mexican American Colonization during the Nineteenth Century
Based on a detailed study of 35 cases in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and postcommunist Eurasia, this book explores the fate of competitive authoritarian
regimes between 1990 and 2008. It finds that where social, economic, and
technocratic ties to the West were extensive, as in Eastern Europe and the
Americas, the external cost of abuse led incumbents to cede power rather than
crack down, which led to democratization. Where ties to the West were limited,
external democratizing pressure was weaker and countries rarely democratized. In
these cases, regime outcomes hinged on the character of state and ruling party
organizations. Where incumbents possessed developed and cohesive coercive
party structures, they could thwart opposition challenges, and competitive
authoritarian regimes survived; where incumbents lacked such organizational
tools, regimes were unstable but rarely democratized.

Authoritarianism in Latin America Since Independence
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A comprehensive and accessible overview of the economic history of Latin America
over the two centuries since Independence. It considers its principal problems and
the main policy trends and covers external trade, economic growth, and inequality.

The History of Mexico, 2nd Edition
Historian Isaac Campos combines wide-ranging archival research with the latest
scholarship on the social and cultural dimensions of drug-related behavior in this
telling of marijuana's remarkable history in Mexico. Introduced in the sixteenth
century by the Spanish, cannabis came to Mexico as an industrial fiber and symbol
of European empire. But, Campos demonstrates, as it gradually spread to
indigenous pharmacopoeias, then prisons and soldiers' barracks, it took on both a
Mexican name--marijuana--and identity as a quintessentially "Mexican" drug. A
century ago, Mexicans believed that marijuana could instantly trigger madness and
violence in its users, and the drug was outlawed nationwide in 1920. Home Grown
thus traces the deep roots of the antidrug ideology and prohibitionist policies that
anchor the drug-war violence that engulfs Mexico today. Campos also counters the
standard narrative of modern drug wars, which casts global drug prohibition as a
sort of informal American cultural colonization. Instead, he argues, Mexican ideas
were the foundation for notions of "reefer madness" in the United States. This book
is an indispensable guide for anyone who hopes to understand the deep and
complex origins of marijuana's controversial place in North American history.

Understanding the Chiapas Rebellion
Enth.: Bd. 1-2: Colonial Latin America ; Bd. 3: From Independence to c. 1870 ; Bd.
4-5: c. 1870 to 1930 ; Bd. 6-10: Latin America since 1930 ; Bd. 11: Bibliographical
essays.

A Concise History of Mexico
Six chapters from Volumes III, V and VII of the Cambridge History of Latin America
provide in a single volume an economic, social and political history of Mexico since
independence from Spain in 1821.

Development and Growth in the Mexican Economy
The Cambridge Economic History of Latin America
This edited collection explores how different dictators and authoritarian parties and
factions have frequently succeeded in rising to power in modern Latin America,
often retaining political and/or military control for long periods of time. The volume
examines whether there are common factors within the Latin American
sociopolitical, cultural, and historical context that have allowed authoritarianism to
play such a fundamental and recurrent role in the continent's development.
Including chapters on Mexico, Chile, Cuba, Paraguay, and Honduras, the work will
be of interest to scholars and students alike in comparative politics, Latin American
history, and Latin American studies.
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The Politics of Agrarian Transformation in Mexico
Topics covered include: children and youth, drugs, education, environment, foreign
policy, health, hunger, indigenous people, migration and immigration, population,
rainforests, tourism, and women.

Monuments of Progress
Updated edition of an accessible and richly illustrated study of Mexico.

Finding Afro-Mexico
General chapters on Central America 1821-1870, 1870-1930 & 1930 to the
present, are followed by chapters on each of the five Central American republics -Guatemala, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Honduras & Costa Rica -- since 1930.
Excerpted from the Cambridge History of Latin America.

Jenkins of Mexico
The only substantive study of Plutarco Elías Calles and the Mexican Revolution, this
book traces the remarkable life story of a complex and little-understood, yet key
figure in Mexico's history. Jürgen Buchenau draws on a rich array of archival
evidence from Mexico, the United States, and Europe to explore Calles's origins
and political trajectory. He hailed from Sonora, a border state marked by
fundamental social and economic change at the turn of the twentieth century.
After dabbling in various careers, Calles found the early years of the revolution
(1910-1920) afforded him the chance to rise to local and ultimately national
prominence. As president from 1924 to 1928, Calles embarked on an ambitious
reform program, modernized the financial system, and defended national
sovereignty against an interventionist U.S. government. Yet these reforms failed to
eradicate underdevelopment, corruption, and social injustice. Moreover, his
unyielding campaigns against the Catholic Church and his political enemies earned
him a reputation as a repressive strongman. After his term as president, Calles
continued to exert broad influence as his country's foremost political figure while
three weaker presidents succeeded each other in an atmosphere of constant
political crisis. He played a significant role in founding a ruling party that reined in
the destructive ambitions of leading army officers and promised to help
campesinos and workers attain better living conditions. This dynastic party and its
successors, including the present-day Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI, or
Party of the Institutional Revolution), remained in power until 2000. Many of the
institutions and laws forged during the Calles era survived into the present.
Through this comprehensive assessment of a quintessential politician in an era
dominated by generals, entrepreneurs, and educated professionals, Buchenau
opens an illuminating window into the Mexican Revolution and contemporary
Mexico.

Independent Mexico
In this concise historical analysis of the Mexican Revolution, Gilbert M. Joseph and
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Jürgen Buchenau explore the revolution's causes, dynamics, consequences, and
legacies. They do so from varied perspectives, including those of campesinos and
workers; politicians, artists, intellectuals, and students; women and men; the wellheeled, the dispossessed, and the multitude in the middle. In the process, they
engage major questions about the revolution. How did the revolutionary process
and its aftermath modernize the nation's economy and political system and
transform the lives of ordinary Mexicans? Rather than conceiving the revolution as
either the culminating popular struggle of Mexico's history or the triumph of a new
(not so revolutionary) state over the people, Joseph and Buchenau examine the
textured process through which state and society shaped each other. The result is
a lively history of Mexico's "long twentieth century," from Porfirio Díaz's
modernizing dictatorship to the neoliberalism of the present day.

The Independence of Spanish America
"Clearly laid out in this book is an insightful interpretation of a pivotal era in world
history. The turbulent history of the independence movements is set forth with
attention to key figures and their ideologies, regional differences, and the legacy of
the wars of independence."--BOOK JACKET.

The Taylorized Beauty of the Mechanical
This second edition is a concise history of Latin America from the Aztecs and Incas
to Independence.

A Concise History of Mexico
The Cambridge Companion to Postcolonial Literary Studies
This study is a reinterpretation of nineteenth-century Mexican American history,
examining Mexico's struggle to secure its northern border with repatriates from the
United States, following a war that resulted in the loss of half Mexico's territory.
Responding to past interpretations, Jose Angel Hernández suggests that these
resettlement schemes centred on developments within the frontier region, the
modernisation of the country with loyal Mexican American settlers, and blocking
the tide of migrations to the United States to prevent the depopulation of its
fractured northern border. Through an examination of Mexico's immigration and
colonisation policies as they developed in the nineteenth century, this book
focuses primarily on the population of Mexican citizens who were 'lost' after the
end of the Mexican American War of 1846–8 until the end of the century.

The Mexican War of Independence
This book explores how the diverse and fiercely independent peoples of Texas and
New Mexico came to think of themselves as members of one particular national
community or another in the years leading up to the Mexican-American War.
Hispanics, Native Americans, and Anglo Americans made agonizing and crucial
identity decisions against the backdrop of two structural transformations taking
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place in the region during the first half of the 19th century and often pulling in
opposite directions.

Latin America in Colonial Times
This book provides a new interpretation of Spanish American independence,
emphasising political processes.

The Cambridge History of the Native Peoples of the Americas
Few Mexican musicians in the twentieth century achieved as much notoriety or had
such an international impact as the popular singer and songwriter Agustín Lara
(1897-1970). Widely known as "el flaco de oro" ("the Golden Skinny"), this
remarkably thin fellow was prolific across the genres of bolero, ballad, and folk. His
most beloved "Granada", a song so enduring that it has been covered by the likes
of Mario Lanza, Frank Sinatra, and Placido Domingo, is today a standard in the
vocal repertory. However, there exists very little biographical literature on Lara in
English. In Agustín Lara: A Cultural Biography, author Andrew Wood's informed and
informative placement of Lara's work in a broader cultural context presents a rich
and comprehensive reading of the life of this significant musical figure. Lara's
career as a media celebrity as well as musician provides an excellent window on
Mexican society in the mid-twentieth century and on popular culture in Latin
America. Wood also delves into Lara's music itself, bringing to light how the
composer's work unites a number of important currents in Latin music of his day,
particularly the bolero. With close musicological focus and in-depth cultural
analysis riding alongside the biographical narrative, Agustin Lara: A Cultural
Biography is a welcome read to aficionados and performers of Latin American
musics, as well as a valuable addition to the study of modern Mexican music and
Latin American popular culture as a whole.

Liberalism as Utopia
A narrative history of Mexico from prehistoric times through 1998.

The Economic Development of Latin America Since
Independence
Offers a lucid introduction to postcolonial studies, one of the most important
strands in recent literary theory and cultural studies.

Mexico Since Independence
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